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National Capital Storage has advised of a price increase for the storage unit when it
comes up for renewal. We will again try to negotiate a discount and hire for another
2 years as it is working well. We see this arrangement continuing into the future unless
some other permanent option at a school facility becomes available.
The white playing strip is working well and with an increase in the number of teams in the
same age group and grades we will potentially need to order some more. It was
disappointing that a manager basically lost most of a set.
An order for new shorts will be submitted in the first half of 2018 to replenish stock.
We still have coverage of polos and hoodies but in the next uniform order will order some
small sizes in the warm up tops.
Our supplier C2C is still offering us stock at competitive prices which have enabled us to
keep the cost of shorts and warm up tops at the same price for the past 5 years.
The committee agreed to purchase club socks, this was done mid-2017 and was received
well. We have good stock of these across the three sizes available for purchase.
After senior players continued to request reversible training tops, we organised some
through a local supplier. These were sold on a cost recovery basis and we still have stock
in most sizes (except small). These will only be order on an as requested basis.
There were some shirts lost from the last winter season in the juniors, every effort has
been made to recover them but some have just been lost. This has meant we are now a
couple of sets shorts as sets with missing shirts have been used to opt up other sets.
Senior grades are more problematic than junior grades and the committee has agreed
that this year seniors will buy their shirts. The options will be to buy a new one in the
number of their choice where available or to buy the current stock at a reduced price. The
order for this will be placed by mid-March with the view to get them for the up-coming
season.
A full audit of stock was suggested by the auditor, this has been done for the stock on
hand but not provided to the auditor. It will be updated once new stock is bought.
A new storage system at the shed is required to make stock take and track of stock easier
instead of big tubs with all sizes mixed in together. Options will be presented to the
committee for approval.
The ‘register your club with Rebel’ fundraising continues to give the club considerable
store credit in kind to the Club. This continues to be used to replenish coaches bags with
replacement items and also to purchase gift cards to present to the coaches at the junior
presentation as a small token of our thanks for their hard work and effort as volunteers.
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